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Let ‘u be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. If T is the 
sum of an element of ‘11’ and a compact operator, then TA-AT is compact for 
all A E 8. The basic problem considered in this paper is whether the converse 
statement holds. The converse is shown to be true if 9I does not contain certain 
Type II1 factors as direct summands. No examples are known for which the 
converse fails. Examples are given indicating the extent to which the main 
result holds when ‘u is abelian and not wtakly closed. The main result leads 
to a number of theorems on representations of derivations and automorphisms 
of the algebra of operators on H generated by ‘u and the compact operators. 
Let ‘3 be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. 
In this paper we consider two closely related properties which ‘2l 
may have: 
P 1. If Beg(H) and AB - BA E 9%?(H) for all A E ‘?l, then 
B E 9l’ + c!?%(H). 
P 2’ Every derivation from % into L%?(H) is inner. 
S(H) is the algebra of bounded operators on H, S?%(H) the sub- 
algebra of compact operators. A derivation from ‘% into P’%(H) is a 
linear map D : Ql -+ Pi!?(H) with D(A,A,) = A,D(A,) + D(A,) A, 
for all A, , A, in ‘3. If C E Z’g(H) then 6C : ‘Lc -+ 9%‘(H), defined 
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by X(A) = AC - CA, A E ‘3, is a derivation; such derivations are 
called inner. 
We shall show that any von Neumann algebra 9I which does not 
contain certain intractable Type II, factors as a direct summand 
has both these properties. Our methods show that the question of 
whether all von Neumann algebras have these properties will be 
settled if it can be resolved for Type II, factors. The factor generated 
by the regular representation of the free group on two generators is a 
factor for which the result is not known. Properties Pi and P, are 
defined for any subalgebra ‘$I of Z(H). At the end of Section 2 we 
show that some nonweakly closed algebras have these properties, 
but an example, clearly capable of fairly wide application, shows 
that this is rather rare. 
Property P, implies Pi trivially (Lemma 1.4) but we have not been 
able to show the converse. P, is connected directly with derivations 
from 2l + Y%?(H) into itself and we study these and automorphisms 
of this algebra in Section 4. The natural guess is that a derivation in 
9[ + 9X(H) is of the form D(A) = AT - TA for some 
T E ‘8 + %I’ + .5?%?(H); this turns out to be equivalent to property Pi . 
Automorphisms of 2X + 5%‘(H) are easily seen to be spatial 
(Lemma 4.5) and one would hope that the unitary operator U 
inducing the automorphism could be factored as U,U, where 
U,*‘$IU, = ‘9l and U, E ‘$I’ + Z%?(H). This is true when 2I is Type 
III or Type I and ‘3 n 9%?(H) = (0) = 2l’ A Z%(H). It is false for 
general, even for abelian, algebras but is true again for maximal 
Abelian subalgebras of 9(H). 
We now summarize the notation to be used. The symbol Z stands 
for the set of all integers, B+ for the set of nonnegative integers, B for 
the complex field, Y(H) for the algebra of all bounded operators on 
a Hilbert space H, and 9%(H) for the algebra of compact (completely 
continuous) operators. We use Z”(0, CD) for the collection of bounded 
complex sequences (XR}zEO , Z2(0, co) for the set of such sequences 
which are square-summable, and Z”(A), (resp. Z2(A)) for the set of 
bounded (resp. square-summable) sequences indexed by a set A. 
An invariant mean on an group G (without topology) is a linear 
functional M( *) on the space of all bounded complex functions on G 
such that 
(1) For real f, inf(f (x) ) xeG}<M(f) <sup{fWlxW 
(2) For each g E G, if (f,)(x) = f (gx), then M( f,) = M( f ). 
Every Abelian group has an invariant mean [7]. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1, which is the heart of the paper, relies 
only on elementary functional analysis and operator theory. For 
the rest the reader will need to know the basic facts about the 
structure of von Neumann algebras. 
1. CONTINUITY OF DERIVATIONS AND OTHER PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1.1. 1’ ‘$I is a closed * subalgebra of 9(H) then ‘3 + SF?(H) 
is closed. 
This is [2, Corollary 1.8.4, p. 181. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 8 be a C* algebra acting on a Nilbert space H 
and let D be a derivation from 23 into Z(H). Then D is continuous. 
Proof. The proof is a corollary of [9, Theorem 2.11. We may 
assume I E 23 since otherwise we can extend D to b + &I. We first 
apply that theorem with & = B, ‘u = ‘B @ !B where the product 
in ‘$I is (a, b)(a’, b’) = ( aa’, ab’ + ba’) and 4 as the map a t-+ (a, D(a)). 
In the notation of that theorem it is easy to see that 6 C ((0, b) : b E %} 
and so Y = {t : t E b, ts = 0 for all (0, s) E G} which is clearly 
closed so that in this case we can assert that r is cofinite in 23. For 
t E Y we apply [8, Lemma 2.11 to show that a tt 4(t) +(a) is 
continuous ~2 -+ ‘?l by writing the map x M 4(t)x of ‘% into ‘$l as 
TQ where Q is the quotient map ‘% -+ ‘S/G and T is a bounded linear 
map ‘B/G + Cu: so that a I-+ 4(t) $(a) is TQq3. As Y is a closed two- 
sided ideal, Y is a C” algebra, Y has a bounded approximate identity 
[I, p. 151 and so if t, -+ 0 in Y then [l l] there is t E Y and t,’ E Y 
with t,’ -+ 0 and t, = tt,’ which shows that +(tn) = 4(t) +(t,‘) -+ 0. 
Hence $1 Y is continuous, but as Y is cofinite in 23 this shows 4 is 
continuous. 
The following result is a particular case of [12, Theorem 5.61. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 9l be a C* algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. 
Let D be a derivation ‘% -+ Z’(H). Then D is ultraweakly continuous. 
This result can be proved by a simple extension of the proof of [I, 
p. 309, Lemma 41. 
LEMMA 1.4. If 2l is a von Neumann algebra with property P, then 
Cu has property P, . 
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Proof. If B E Y(H) and AB-BA E 9’%‘(H) for all A E % then SB 
is a derivation 2I 4 Z%?(H) so that if 6B = 6C for some C E 9%(N) 
then B-C E ‘?I’. 
Some (possibly all) von Neumann algebras have the property that 
every derivation ‘$I --+ Y(H) is of the form A E+ AB - BA for some 
B E 9(H). The methods of [lo, Section 71 together with Lemma 1.3 
show that if ‘8 is the weak closure of an amenable algebra then every 
derivation into Z(H) is 6B for some B E 9(H). For algebras with this 
property P, and P, are equivalent. 
The most natural way of proving that a derivation D from ‘$I into 
9%(H) is inner is to show that the affine maps C t+ U*CU + U*D( U) 
have a common fixed point by using the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point 
theorem [14]. To do this it is not enough to know that the U*D(U), 
as U ranges over the unitary group of 2l, lie in a weak*, i.e., a 
o(g(H), 9*), compact subset of 9(N) but it would be enough to 
know that these elements lie in a weakly, i.e., a a(Z%(H), 9,), 
compact subset of 99?(H) where 9.. denotes the trace class operators 
and Z(H) is identified with (Y*)* by writing (T,f) = Tr Tf, 
T E 9(H), f E A?* . If D is an inner derivation, then this compactness 
requirement is satisfied; moreover, Lemma 1.3 shows that the D(U) 
lie in a weakly compact set. However, as multiplication is not 
continuous in this topology we are unable to complete this proof. 
This sequence of ideas can be used to show that if C E Y%(H) then 
there is C’ E 9%?(H) with SC = 6C’ and I/ C’ jj < jj SC 11 from which 
it follows that the set of inner derivations is a norm closed subset of 
-w& gqfm. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT FOR COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ‘$1 be a commutative von Neumann algebra. 
Then !Zl has property P, . 
Proof. Let D be a derivation ‘$I -+ 9%‘(H). Defining D(I) = 0 
we can extend D to ‘9X + a1 so that we may assume that the 
unit is 1. Let M be a translation invariant mean on the unitary 
group of rU [7, Theorem 17.51 and define T E 9(H) = (LQ* by 
that is, (T, f) is the mean of the bounded complex valued function 
u~-t (U*D(U),f). 
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If V is unitary in ‘2l then 
(VT - TV,f) = (T,fV - Vf) 
= M,(vu*D(U) - u*D(u) V,f) 
= Mu( vu*q U),f) - M( u*q UV),f) 
+ ~uwQf) 
= Mu(VU*qU),f) - ~w(~‘W*wnf) + (W),f) 
= ww) 
for all f E JZ! where W = UV, so that D(V) = 6T( V) and, since % 
is the linear span of its unitary elements D = ST. 
We now show T E 5?g(H). If E, , E2 are mutually orthogonal 
projections in a B* algebra ‘3, then 
as each side of the equation represents a B* algebra norm on 
E,‘?I,E, @ E#I,,E, . Thus if Q is the quotient map 
are orthogonal projections in 9l then 11 Q[(El + E,) T(E, + E2)]/j = 
II Q&T-% + 4JWII = II Q(E1TE,)II 
so that QE,TE = “0’ = ~$f,~TE2’II 
since 
E,T = TE, + D(E,) Suppose T 
is not compact and let d be a maximai! chain of priject!ldns in ‘9X with 
II Q(ETE)IJ = II QT 11 # 0. Put E,, = inf 8. If E. E 6’ then E,, is a 
minimal nonzero projection in ‘3 since 0 < F < E,, =z- 
II QT II = II Q(-WE,)II = max{llQP’T~)II, II QWo - F) W% -JW)< II QT II. 
As E,, is minimal, if U is unitary in 2l then there is w  E 6 with 
E,,U* = GE,, , UE,, = WE, so that 
V-G% ,f) = ~u(-W*WJ) 4, ,f) 
= ~u(-W*WW,) - EP(&J,f) 
= 0. 
This shows QE,,TE, = 0 so E, 4 d and if E E d then 
IKE - Ed T(E - EdI 3 II Q(E - 6,) W - EdI = II QT II. 
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Considering 6’ as a net with the descending order, E, is the strong 
limit of & so that (E - E,) T(E - E,,) is the strong limit of 
(E - E’) T(E - E’), E’ E 8, which shows by the semicontinuity of 
the norm in the strong operator topology, that for each E E B there 
is E’ E 8, E’ < E with ll(E - E’) T(E - E’)Il > i 11 QT II. Proceeding 
in this way we can define a sequence E,+1 = E,’ so that 
IIFJF, II > + II PII where F,, = E, - E,,, . 
If 11 F,D(AF,) F, j/ < * 11 QT 1) for all A E ?I /I A Ij < 1, then 
(FJF, >f > = M,P’nU*D(Wn ,f) 
= M,(Fn u*D( UF,) Fn - FnWn) Fw , f >, 
where, however, F,D(F,) F, = 0, so that 
I(FJ'F, ,f )I < t II QTII Ilfll, 
a contradiction as II F,TF, I/ > $11 QT I/. Thus for each n there is 
A,E9I with I] A, /I = 1, II FJWFn)J’n II > 8 II QT /I- Put 
A = C A,F, , the series converging strongly. Then 
F,,D(A) F, = F,D(AF,J - FnAD(Fn) 
= F,D(AnF,J - F,J,D(F,) 
= FnD(A,zF,)F,, , 
so that 11 F,D(A) F, (I > 811 QT I] for all n. However, as the F, are a 
sequence of orthogonal projections F, --t 0 strongly and so F,CF, --+ 0 
in norm for each C E J%(H). This shows D(A) $ LX’%?(H). 
It is not clear how far the condition that 2l be weakly closed in L?(H) 
can be relaxed in Theorem 2.1. Apart from the way in which we have 
argued using projections, the weak closure is used when we assert 
that the infimum of d in VI is the same as its infimum in 9(H) and 
in the assertion A E ‘QI. The first of these is external to ‘8 and the 
second internal and it is the first at which the greater difficulties 
arise. We shall extend 2.1 to cover the case in which 9I is an abelian 
AW* algebra of operators acting on a Hilbert space. We remind the 
reader that an Abelian AW* algebra ‘8 is an Abelian C* algebra 
which is generated by its projections and such that any collection of 
orthogonal projections in ‘8 has a least upper bound in 9I [13]. The 
structure theorem for abelian AW* algebras states that such an 
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algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous functions on 
an extremally disconnected space. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ‘% be an abelian A W* algebra of operators acting 
on a Hilbert space H. Then 2l has property P, . 
Proof. The proof follows Theorem 2. I and uses the same notation. 
If D is a derivation from ‘3 into 99?(H), construct T with D = 8T 
as in 2.1. Using Zorn’s Lemma, let B be a maximal directed set 
(under the decreasing order) of projections E in ‘3 with 11 Q(ETE)II = 
11 Q(T)II, and let E, be the infimum of 8. The difficulty in adapting 
the proof of 2.1 to the present case arises from the fact that if the 
infimum is taken in ‘3, then we do not know that E,, is the strong 
limit of the net 8, whereas if the infimum is taken in 9(H), it is no 
longer obvious that E,T - TE,, E Z%?(H) nor that EOTE,, = 0. 
We choose to take E,, to be the infimum of 8 in 9(H) and shall 
prove the last two facts. 
First we show that E,,TE,, = 0. For any projection F in ‘% either 
FE & or I -FE d as if F $8 then by maximality of 8, there 
is E E d with II Q(EFTEF)II < I/ Q(T)11 so that for all E’ in 
6, I/ Q(EE’FTEE’F)II < Ij Q( T)j and hence 
because 
II !WV -F) TE-W - F))Il = II WV 
II W)I/ = WE’TEE’) 
= max{ll Q(EE’(I -F) TEE’(I - F))Il, I/ Q(EE’FTEE’F)II). 
This shows 11 Q(E’(I - F) TE’(I - F))ll = II Q(T)/1 for all E’ E 6’ and 
so, by maximality, I - FE 6. If FE & then FE,, = E0 and if F C$ d 
then FE, = 0. Approximating a unitary element U of 52I by linear 
combinations of its spectral projections and applying the above 
shows that for some constant w of modulus one, UE, = oE, , 
U*E,, = GE,, , and the argument in 2.1 showing that E, could not 
be minimal now shows that E,,TEO = 0. 
Next we show that (I - E,,) TEO is compact. If not, then there 
exists a sequence {x~} of unit vectors in the range of E,, such that x, 
converges weakly to 0 and I[(1 - E,,) TX, 11 > (Y > 0. If E E 8, then 
(I- E) TE = -(I - E) 6T(E) is compact, and hence 
/(I--E)Tx,//-tO as n+ co. 
Using this and the fact that the net {ET}, E E 8, converges strongly 
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to E,T, we can inductively construct a subsequence (xn$ of {xn} and 
a decreasing sequence of projections {E,J in 6’ such that 
ll(& - E,,,) TX, II > ib 
Let F (respectively, G) be the supremum in ‘8 of the projections 
Ek - J-h+1 as k ranges over the even (respectively, odd) positive 
integers. Then, for k even and 1 odd, Ek - Ek+l < 1 - (E, - El+,) 
so F < I - G and we see that FE, = E,, and GE, = E,, cannot 
hold simultaneously, and hence FE,, = 0 or GE,, = 0. Either 
alternative leads to a contradiction because if FE,, = 0 then for even 
integers k, 
so FT - TF is not compact. Thus (I - E,,) TE,, must be compact. 
The same argument with T* in place of T shows that (I - E,) T*E,, , 
and hence E,T(I - E,,), is compact, and it follows that E,,T - TE,, 
is compact. This, together with EoTEo = 0, implies that for any 
E E 8, ll(E - E,,) T(E - E,,)lj = I/ QT 11. Now the projections Fk 
and operators A, can be constructed as in 2.1, and with the structure 
theorem assuring the existence of A E ‘8 with AF, = A, , the rest 
of the proof is the same. We give two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let ‘?I be the C* algebra on H = L2[0, I] generated 
by the projections corresponding to subintervals of [0, l] ; 
denote the projection corresponding to (a, b) by Ea,6 . Let, for 
n = 0, l,..., 6, E H be the positive multiple of the characteristic 
function of (2-“, 2-++l) with 11 t, 1) = 1, let P, be the operator 
5 ++ (6, &J 6, and P = C P, . If 2-“+l < Q we have P,E,,, = 0 = 
E,,,P, so that if a > 0 then PE,,, - E,,,P is a compact operator. 
If 2-“+l < b then P,E,,, = P, = E,,,P, so that again PE,,, - E,,aP 
is compact. Thus 8P(A) is compact for all A in ‘8. Write En for E,,, 
when (a, b) = (2-“, 3 * 2P-l) and put E = C E, . Then E E 2l”. 
If 6P were inner on % we would have P = Pl + Pz with PI E ‘W, 
Pz E Pi??(H) and so 6P(E) E 9%7(H). However, II(PE - EP) en 11 = 
11 P,E,& - EnPat, )I = 8 and (PE - EP) t, has support in 
(2-n, 2-“+I) so that the distance between 6P(E) & and 6P(E) &,‘,, is 
l/d2 if m # n. Thus 6P(E) $9%?(H). This example is typical of the 
way in which 2.1 fails when the sum of a bounded sequence of 
elements of ‘$l with disjoint support lies outside VI. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. 2.1 can hold when ‘8 is not a von Neumann 
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algebra. Let H = Z2(0, co) and let Zm(O, co) be embedded in A?(H) by 
multiplication. It will be convenient to use the same symbol for 
a subset of Z+ and the corresponding projection in H. For n E Z+, 
0 < K < 2” let EnSk = (m2” + K; m E Z+}, g,, the projections 
corresponding to finite unions of these sets and 9 the projections 
corresponding to countable unions. If E, F E 9S0 then EF E 9’,, , 
E+F-EFE~?~ and I-EEE~~. 2I is the C* subalgebra of 
Z”(0, co) generated by 9. ‘$I has property Pa and the proof of this is 
basically similar to 2.1. M is replaced by a translation invariant mean 
on the group of operators (I- 2E; E E S,} and this yields T E P(H) 
with ST = D on S’,, . By 1.3, as 9,, is strongly dense in 9 and $9 is 
bounded we have 6T = D on B and hence on ‘%. The definition of 
the F, is achieved by defining, if 11 QT 11 = E > 0, a sequence k, where 
K, = 0 and k, = K,-, or K,-, + 2n-1 with 11 Q(En,k,TEn,k,)il = E. 
We have En,k, -+ 0 strongly as n --+ 0 and the F, can be defined in 
terms of this sequence rather than the net J$. Examination of the 
choice of A, shows that A, can be chosen to be of the form I - 2G, , 
G, E go so that A is I - C F,G, E ‘?I as F,G, E 9S0 so that C F,G, E 9. 
rU is not an A W* algebra. To see this note that every nonnegative 
integer occurs as the least member of at least one set En,k so that 
(O,..., k} = I - G f or some G E ‘9 and hence 2l contains all the finite 
rank projections in Z”(0, co). Thus, if E is a projection in Z”(0, co), 
9 = {F : F a finite rank projection in Z”(0, co) with EF = O> and 
E’ is the supremum of g in Cu then E’ > E and if E’ # E then there 
is a finite rank projection G in CLI with G < E’ - E, that is 
E’ - G > E, and hence E’ - G is an upper bound for 9 in ‘S& 
This shows that if 2I is AW* then % = Z”(0, co). 
By the euclidean algorithm we can find, for any n, k in Z+, two 
integers m, p > 0 with m2” + k = p.3. Thus the set I1 = 32+ 
intersects every set En,k and hence every set in 9’. Let 9?i be the subset 
of 9 containing all the sets containing 1. {1r> u 9?r is a subbase for a 
filter on Z+ and hence is contained in an ultrafilter giving rise to a 
multiplicative linear functional 4 on Zm(O, 00). If X is the multiplicative 
linear functional given by evaluation at 1 then 4 = X on 9?,, and 
hence on ‘% whereas 4(1r) = 1, X(Zr) = 0. 
3. EXTENSIONS TO NONCOMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Vl be a type I, factor (I < n < 00) acting on H, 
and let D be a derivation from ‘8 into Pi??(H). Then there exists 
C E P%?(H) and a unitary element U of Cu such that 6C = D and 
II CII G II DWI. 
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Apart from the assertion about norms, this is a classical result on 
derivations from matrix algebras. 
Proof. A Type I, factor ‘LI is spatially isomorphic to the algebra 
of all n x ti matrices whose entries are scalar multiples of the identity 
on some Hilbert space. Let U be the group of unitary elements of $!I 
generated by the permutation matrices together with the symmetric 
diagonal matrices. The group U is finite with order p = 2” * n!, 
and we set 
C=j c U*D(U). 
UElI 
One easily verifies, as in Theorem 2.1, that 6C( V) = D(V) for all 
V E U, and it follows that 6C = D because the linear span of the 
elements of U is all of ‘X Since C is the average of the U*D( U), we 
must have ]I D(U)// = 11 U*D( U)ll > /I C // for at least one U E U. 
LEMMA 3.2. Any properly in&ite von Neumann algebra has 
property P, . 
Proof. Let ‘$I be a properly infinite von Neumann algebra on a 
Hilbert space H, and let 23 be the algebra of all bounded operator 
matrices (Aij)&, acting on an infinite direct sum of copies of H 
and with entries A, in ‘?I. It is well known that ‘$I and b are spatially 
isomorphic [I, p. 298, Corollary 2 and p. 25, Proposition 51, so we 
consider a derivation D from 2? into S?W(H @ H @ e-e) and will 
show that D = 6C for some compact operator C. 
Let U be the bilateral shift matrix ( Ui,) with Uij = Si,j+ll, and let 
U be the Abelian von Neumann algebra generated by U. Note that 
U’ contains no nonzero compact operators, for any operator matrix 
commuting with U has entries which are constant down the left-to- 
right diagonals. Theorem 2.1 shows that D 1 U = SC with C compact, 
and we shall show that d = D - 6C must be zero on all of a. 
Given A E 2l, let d be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries 
are all equal to A. Then lJa = AU; hence ULI(~) = A( UA) = 
0(&U; hence o(A) E U’ n LB?(H @H @ -a-), hence d(m) = 0. 
Let 6 be any abelian subalgebra of 21 containing the identity and 
such that K’ contains no nonzero compact operators. Such algebras 
exist; an example is the image of U under a spatial isomorphism from 
23 onto W Let d be the algebra of all diagonal matrices with elements 
from E. By Theorem 2.1, d I 6’ = ST for some compact T. If the 
operator matrix defined by T is ( Tii), then for any S E a, 0 = d( 3) = 
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ST - TS has matrix (ST,, - T&7). Thus the Tij are compact 
operators in 6’ which shows that Tij and T are zero. 
These remarks, together with the derivation equation, show that 
d is zero on the algebra generated by U, 8, and all 2 with A E ‘%. 
This algebra is easily seen to be ultraweakly dense in % because if E 
is the diagonal matrix whose 0, 0 entry is the identity and other 
entries zero, then E is in d and for any A E (21, UmaE U-” is the matrix 
whose m, n entry is A and other entries zero. Now Lemma 1.3 shows 
that d is zero on Cu. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Cu be a von Neumann algebra, 6 an abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra which contains the identity and has no minimal 
projections, U a unitary operator with U*6U C 6, and D a derivation 
from ‘$I into Z???(H). If D 1 6 = 6T with T E Y&?(H), then 
D(U) = ST(U). 
Proof. First note that 6. has no minimal projections because if 
F is minimal in CC’, then EF = 0 or F for each projection E in C, so 
inf{E E CC 1 EF = F} is minimal in 6:. 
Let d = D - ST, and note that for all A E 6, UAU*d( U) = 
d(UAU*U) = d(UA) = d(U)A, which implies that U*d(U) is a 
compact operator in CC’. If d(U) # 0, then CC’ contains nonzero finite 
rank spectral projections of (U*d( U))* (U*d( U)), so CC’ contains 
minimal projections, which is a contradiction. 
This lemma implies that the Type II, factors constructed from an 
ergodic group of transformations on a finite measure space have 
property P, . These factors are defined in [I, pp. 130-1361, and the 
feature that we use is that each contains a maximal Abelian subalgebra 
6 and a group G of unitary elements U with U*6U = & such that 
the algebra generated by G and (5: is ultraweakly dense in ‘K Since 6 
is maximal Abelian in ‘%, any minimal projection in C would be 
minimal in a, so CC contains no minimal projections. Theorem 2.1 
shows that for some compact T, D 1 6 = 6T and Lemmas 3.3 and 
1.3 show that D = 6T on (LT. 
Further, any hyperfinite II, factor contains an algebra C and group 
G as above, so that these factors have property P, . To see this it is 
enough to show that some particular Type II, hyperfinite factor 
contains such a (r: and G because any two such factors are algebraically 
isomorphic, and any isomorphism between von Neumann algebras 
is ultraweakly continuous. [l, p. 53, Theorem 21. The Type II, 
factor constructed as in [I, pp. 130-1361 from the algebra of multi- 
plications by L” functions on L2(0, 1) and the ergodic group of 
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transformations x -+ x + k/2” (modulo one), 0 < k, 12 < 00, is 
clearly hyperfinite and thus furnishes the desired example. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ‘QI be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H 
such that for each minimal central projection E, E’% has property P, . 
Then Cu has property P, . 
Proof. If D is a derivation from ‘% into S%?(H), then Theorem 
2.1 shows that D 1 ‘?I n %I’ = 6T for some T E Y%(H). Replacing 
D by D - ST, we may assume that D is zero on 2I n clc’. 
Let E, be the supremum of the set of all minimal projections E in 
‘8 n 2l’ such that E‘S is a type I, factor (1 < n < a). Define central 
projections E, , E, similarly, replacing “Type I, factor” with “Type 
II, factor” and “properly infinite factor,” respectively. Let 
E, = I - El - E2 - E, . Since D is zero on 2l n ‘%I’, D(Ej‘21) = 
EiD(E,21), and it is sufficient to prove that the restriction of D to 
each of the algebras Ej(u (considered as algebras on E,H) is induced 
by an operator in A%‘(E,H). We know this already for ES’% from 
Lemma 3.2. 
The abelian algebra E,(% n ‘W) has no minimal projections, so 
Lemma 3.3 (with E4(21 n 2I’) as 6 and any unitary element of E421 
as U) shows that D is zero on E,‘% because a von Neumann algebra 
is the linear span of its unitary elements. 
Let {Fa} be the collection of minimal projections in 9l n ‘3 such 
that F,Pl is a Type II, factor. For each OL, let K, be a maximal abelian 
algebra in F,% (so E,‘, considered as an algebra on F,H, contains no 
nonzero compact operators by the argument following Lemma 3.3), 
and let 6 be the Abelian von Neumann algebra generated by all the 
cz By Theorem 2.1, D 1 (5. = SS with S E &V(H) and since 
DyiJ = 0, F,H reduces S. By hypothesis, D 1 F,(u. = 6R, with 
R, E 2’VH. Hence (5’ - R,) / F,H is a compact operator in Em’ 
which implies that (S - R,) / F,H = 0 and D = SS on F,‘X Since 
the linear span of the F,(U is ultraweakly dense in E,‘& D = 6s on 
E&Y. 
Finally, let {G,} be the set of minimal central projections such that 
G,‘$l is a Type I finite factor. By Lemma 3.1, for each 01 there is a 
compact operator C, and a unitary operator U, on G,H such that 
D / G,‘9I = SC, and 11 C, 11 < 11 D( UJ. Identify U, with the operator 
on H which is U, on G,H and 0 on (G,H)-L, and set U = Cal U, 
(strong convergence). Then D(U) = Cm D(U,), which will be 
compact if and only if for each E > 0, 11 D( U,Jll < E for all but 
finitely many ill. Since 11 C, jl < 11 D( U,)ll, the same fact shows that 
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C = C. C, is compact and since 6C agrees with D on each G,‘?l, 
D 1 E,‘2I = SC. 
In view of the remarks after 3.3, 3.4 reduces the question of 
whether every von Neumann algebra has property P, to the case of 
the II, factors not covered by the remarks after 3.3, and shows that 
if a von Neumann algebra 2l does not contain such a factor as a 
direct summand then it has property P, . 
4. DERIVATIONS AND AUTOMORPHISMS OF '3 + 2%7(H) 
Characterization of the derivations in 2l + B??(H) is closely 
linked with property P, . We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 9l be a nonxero von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert 
space H. Then there is a norm one projection P from ‘8 + 9$?(H) onto 
‘2I with nullspace in 9%(H) and P(AB) = AP(B), P(BA) = P(B)A 
for all A in ‘?I and B in 2l + S%‘(H). If ‘3 n 9%(H) = {0}, then P 
is a +-homomorphism. 
Proof. If % n 5?%‘(H) = {0}, then [2l + 9V(H)]/Z%(H) is 
isomorphic to 9l by 1.1, and P may be taken to be the quotient map 
from ‘% + 2%‘(H) onto 2l. If !?I is a factor with ‘?I n 9%(H) # (01 
then 2I’ is Type I, with n < co. As in 3.1, let U be the group of 
unitary matrices in 9 generated by the permutation matrices together 
with the symmetric diagonal matrices, and for B E ‘$I + 22?(H) let 
P(B) = A. c U*BU. 
uell 
It is routine to verify that P has the desired properties (cf. 3.1 and 2.1), 
so we have established the result for all factors and also for ‘8 with 
‘8 n Z%(H) = {O}. Note that, in both cases, P(2V(H)) C 9%?(H). 
Let 5X be an arbitrary von Neumann algebra, (E,} the set of 
minimal projections in 2l n ‘u’, and E, = I - C. E, . Note that 
E,% has no minimal central projections, hence no minimal projections, 
and, therefore, E,2I n 2%(EmH) = (0). For notational convenience 
we enlarge the set (EoI} to include E, , and the remarks above imply 
that for each OL, there is a projection P, from E,$?l + 2Y?(E,H) onto 
E,‘% with P,(9%(EdlH)) C 9#(E11H) satisfying P,(AB) = AP,(B), 
P,(BA) = P,(B)A f or all A in E,‘% and B in E,‘2I + S%(EmH). 
Define P for B in ‘8 + 9%‘(H) by P(B) = Cu P,(E,BE,), where we 
identify P,(E,BE,) with its extension to H which is 0 on (EDIH)l, and 
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the sum converges strongly. The map P is the composition of the maps 
B t-+ C E&R + C P&W%), and as each of these maps is a norm 
one projection, it is clear that P is a norm one projection onto ‘$I 
satisfying P(AB) = AP(B), P(BA) = P(B)A for all A E ‘u and 
BE ‘$I + 5?%‘(H). If C E 5%$(H) and E > 0, then 11 E,CE, I/ > E 
for only finitely many 01 and since /I P,(E,CE,)II < II E,CE, I/ and 
P,(E,CE,) E 9V(EolH), this shows that P(C) E 93?(H). If A E ‘$I, 
C E Y%?(H), and P(A + C) = 0, then A = P(A) = -P(C) E 5%?(H), 
so the nullspace of P is contained in F+?(H). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ‘8 be a von Neumann algebra. Then ‘% has 
property P, ;f and only ;f every derivation D in 2I + F+?(H) is of the 
form ST for some T E ‘3 + ‘3’ + Y%?(H). 
Proof. As every element of S%(H) is a product of two elements of 
Z%‘(H), as can be seen from the polar decomposition, if D is a 
derivation in ‘$I + S’%(H), then D maps 2%‘(H) into itself and so 
3T E 9(H) with 6T = D on Z%?(H) [I, Lemma 4, p. 309 and 
Theorem 1, p. 3111. Put d = D - 6T. Then 
d(A)C = d(AC) - Ad(C) = 0 for all A E Cu + Y+?(H), C E 2???(H) 
and so d = 0 on 2l + S+?(H). If P is the projection defined in 4.1, 
PD 1 ‘5X is a derivation % + ‘$I and so there is B E ‘$I with 
(P6T)(A) = &B(A) for all A E 2X [l, p. 3111. This shows 
S(T - B)(A) E ker P C Z%?(H) 
and so using property P, , T - B E ‘W + .S?Z’(H). Thus 
Conversely if T E Y(H) has AT - TA E S??(H) for all A E 9I 
then ST gives a derivation in ‘% + 5?%(H) and so 6T = 6(B + B,) 
on % + Y%(H) h w ere B E !.!I, B, E WI + 9%(H). This implies 
T - (B + B,) E cY%‘( H)’ = (cl and so T = B f B, $ XI. B = 
T - B, - M has AB - BA E 2l n Z%(H) for all A E ‘3. If E is 
the largest Type I central projection in ‘$I then 
A(I-E)B-((I-E)&4 =o, for all A E %, 
so that (I - E)B E 2X’. Also EAEB - EBEA E SV(EH) for all 
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A E ‘% so that applying 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 to the Type I algebra E2I 
we see EB E ‘W + L?%‘(H). Thus 
T== EB+(I-E)B+~~+B,E%‘+=!%(H). 
Because of the close connection between derivations and auto- 
morphisms of a C* algebra near the identity automorphism, theorems 
similar to 4.2 hold for automorphisms. If S is a self-adjoint element 
of ‘$I + VI’+ S?%‘(H), S = A + B + C say where A, B, C are 
self-adjoint elements of 2I, ‘W and 9%(H) then 
,iS = ,iAeiBe-i(A+B)ei(A+B+C) where eiA E 9I, eiB E 3’ 
and, because ei(A+B+C) _ ei(A+B) E g%(H), ,+(A+B)ei(A+B+C) is a unitary 
operator in 61 + 9%‘(H). Th e situation is complicated by the 
existence of non inner automorphisms of % so that we cannot expect 
every unitary operator U on H which induces an automorphism of 
‘8 + 9%(H) to have such a factorization but amalgamating the first 
two factors we can ask whether U = U,U, where U, - I E P’%(H) 
and U,*‘?lU, = ‘8. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. There are unitary operators U in 2X + Y%?(H) 
which are not of the form V,V, with V, unitary in % and V, unitary 
in 61 + P%(H). For example, if 
H = P(-co, i-co) = P(- co, -1) @Z2(0, co) = H- @ H+, 
a = Lz(H-) @ Y(H’) 
and U is the bilateral shift e, + e,,, on H where (e,), = a,, , then 
U E 2lf Z’%(H). 
If U = V,V, then V,* UH+ is of codimension 1 in H+ and if 
f E H+, 11 5 11 = 1, t 1 V,*UH+ and E is the projection onto the 
span of (( V,* U)n.$ : n E Z) then EV,* UE is a bilateral shift in EH, 
having spectrum {z : 1 z 1 = 11, and so cannot be EVzE = WI + C, 
w E 6, C E Z%?(EH) as this has denumerable spectrum. In a large 
number of cases such counterexamples cannot be constructed. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let ‘8 be a von Neumann algebra and U a unitary 
operator in rU + S%?(H). S pp u ose that ‘Ql has at most one minimal 
central projection which is infkite Type I for ‘% and not for 2l’. Then 
U = V,V, where V, is a unitary element of 2l and V, is unitary in 
6.Z + P%?(H). 
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Proof. If U = A + C, A E ‘$I, C E P&(H) then U*A = I - U*C 
so that by the Fredholm theorems [3, Section VII.4, in particular, 
exercise 351 
dim ker A = dim ker U*A = dim ker A*U = dim ker A*. 
Thus by the polar decomposition there is a positive S in ‘?I and a 
partial isometry V in ‘$I with A = VS where V is an isometry of 
range A* onto range A. I - V*V is a finite rank projection in ‘$I 
and so its central carrier is a finite sum Er + a.* + E, of minimal 
central projections with E,%’ a finite Type I factor. The hypotheses 
of the theorem imply E,H to be finite dimensional except possibly 
for one value of i, 1, say, and so E,V can be extended to a unitary 
operator in E,%, except possibly for i = 1. However, as 
and 
dim1 - V*V = dim1 - VP’* 
dim(E, - F’V*E,) = dim(& - V*Vl&) 
for i > 1 we have this relationship for i = 1 and E,V can be extended 
to a unitary in E,9f. In this way V is extended to a unitary element 
of 2X. V*U = S + V*C is then unitary and S + S%(H) is a positive 
unitary element of 2( H)/FZ( H) so that I - SE Y+?(H). We then 
have V, = V* U is a unitary operator in &:I + 9%(H) and U = VV, . 
LEMMA 4.5. If 2I is a C*-algebra on H, then every automorphism of 
23 = 9l + S’%(H) is spatial. 
Proof. Since 2’%‘(H) is the unique minimal two-sided ideal in b, 
an automorphism @ of 93 must map 9%‘(H) onto itself. It is well known 
that every automorphism of S+?(H) is spatial (a proof can be con- 
structed similar to those in [4]) so there exists a unitary U such that 
Q(K) = U’KU f or all KE 2%(H). Then for any BE b and 
K E mqH>, (U*BU)( U*KU) = U*(BK) u = O(BK) = Q(B) t?(K) 
= Q(B) U*KU. 
Since this holds for all K in 9%?(H), this implies that Q(B) = U*BU. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let ‘2I be a C*-algebra on H such that 
(i) Every automorphism of ‘?I is spatial, and 
(ii) % n B?(H) = (0). 
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Let 23 = ?I + 22’%(H). Suppose that 58 has property P, . Then each 
unitary operator U in Z(H) satisfying U*!BlJ = 23 can be factored 
as 7J = U,U, where U, and U, are unitary operators such that 
U,*‘?IU, = ‘3 and U, E 2I’ + S%‘(H). 
Proof. Since ‘3 A Z%?(H) = {0}, fi : A ct P( U*AU), where P is 
defined in 4.1 is an automorphism of 2l which by hypothesis is of the 
form #(A) = V*AV for some unitary 6’. Hence for all A E ‘3, 
A( UV*) - (UV”)A E 2=%?(H), so there exists W E 2l’ and Ii; E .23?(H) 
such that UV* = W + K, so U = U,U, with U, = V and 
U, = V*( W + K) V E ‘%I’ + Y%?(H). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let 2I be a C*-algebra on H with ‘9l A 5?%(H) = {O> 
such that each unitary operator U in 9(H) with U*BU = 8, where 
23 = ‘?l + .2%(H), is of the form U = U,U, , U, , U, unitary, 
U,*%U, = !ll and U, E 2I’ + F&?(H). Then ‘8 has property P, . 
If 2l is a von Neumann algebra we can drop the hypothesis 
X n 9%‘(H) = (O}. 
Proof. First of all we prove the result for the case ‘8 n 9%‘(H) = 
PI- 
Let T be an operator with the property 
(a) AT - TA E P%‘(H) for all A E ‘2L 
We want to show that T has the property 
(b) T E W + L?%(H). 
The decomposition of an operator into a sum of its real and imaginary 
parts shows that if (a) * (b) for Hermitian T, then (a) 3 (b) in 
general, so we may as well assume that T is Hermitian. If T satisfies 
(a) or (b), then so does hT for any scalar A, so we may assume that 
II TII -=c 1. 
If T satisfies (a), so does any polynomial in T, and as eir is a norm 
limit of such polynomials, we have AeiT - eiTA E Z@(H) and 
e-iTAeiT E A + 2%?(H) f or all A E ‘%, and so e--iTZ3eir C 23. The 
same argument shows that eiTbepiT C 23; hence e-We@ = 23. By 
hypothesis, eiT = U,U, where U, , U, are unitary operators satisfying 
U,*%U, = ‘3 and U, E ‘W + 2%‘(H). For any A E ‘%, 
[U,*(U,*AU,) U, - U,*AU,] + [lJ,*AU, -A] = e-i=AeiT- AELF’%? 
and as U,*A, U, - A, E P’%(H) for all A,, E ‘$1 it follows that 
U,*AU, - A E 2’%?(H) A % = (01 so U, E 2X’ and eiT E %’ + 2?%?(H). 
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As I\ T I/ < 1, iT = log eiT, where the logarithm is the norm limit of 
the power series -C +I- eiT)n and so lies in (I[’ + p%(H). 
To deal with the case of a von Neumann algebra observe that if 
E is the largest central Type II projection in ‘+2l and 
AT - TAE~.Y%?(H) for all A E 2l 
then, as (I - E)% has property P, by Section 3, 
(I - E) T(I - E) E 2l’ + Z’%?(H), ET(I - E) + (I - E) TE 
= E(ET - TE) - (ET - TE) E E c!?%?(H) 
and so it is enough to show that E(LI has property P, . If U E Y(EH) 
with U-l = U*, U”E2lUC E% + &%?(EH) then U extends to a 
unitary element 0 of % by defining 0 = I on (I- E)H, 0*23 ci = 8 
and so 0 = U,U, where U,*%U, = 2X and U, E ‘2I’ + Y%(H). 
This shows U,E = EU, and as DE = E 0 we have U,E = E U, . 
Thus the algebra E91 on EH satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem 
and, moreover, as E2l is Type II, E2I n Df(EH) = (0) so E2l has 
property P, by what we have already proved. 
We now consider the extent to which hypotheses (i) and (ii) are 
necessary in Theorem 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let ‘% be a Type III von Neumann algebra and U 
a unitary operator in 9(H) with U*8 U = b where 8 = 9X + Z%‘(H). 
Then there are unitary operators U, , U, such that U,*(uU, = ‘%, 
U,-IEZ%?(H), U= U,U,. 
Proof. It is clear that hypothesis (ii) can be dropped as for any 
Type III algebra 2l n .9%(H) = (0) and % has property P, by 3.2 
and 1.5. We shall apply a modified version of the proof of 4.6 to show 
U = V,V, where V,*‘%V, = % and V, E 2l’ + 2%(H), and then 
4.4 to show V, = VU, , V E ‘u’, U, - I G Y%?(H). Putting U, = V,V 
will then complete the proof. The change necessary in 4.6 is that 
we must now prove that J/ is a spatial automorphism of ‘%, which 
we do using [6, Theorem 2, p. 3941; we shall also use the projections 
P, , P,’ as defined there. It follows from the definition of P, that 
#(P,) = P, . We have, for 
AE%, BE‘%‘, U*AUB - BU*AUELZ%~(H) 
so that A UB U* - UBU*A E 99?(H) and, as ‘%’ is Type III and so 
has property P, , UB U* E ‘%’ + 2’%?(H). Thus U(‘%’ + 2’%(H)) U* = 
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YI’ + 5?%‘(H). Denoting the projection obtained in applying 4.1 to 
‘%I’ by Q we have an automorphism 4 : B tt Q( U*BU) of 52l’ and 
4(Pn’) = P,’ for each cardinal n. As P(U*P,‘U - $(P,‘)) = 0 
where P is the projection Cu + P’%?(H) -+ ‘$I we have 
U*P,‘U - yG(Pn’) E 92?(H) 
and similarly U*P,‘U - +(P,‘) = U*P,‘U - P,’ E g%(H) so that 
P,’ - t,b(Pn’) E 2l n g%(H) = (0). Thus $(P,‘) = P,’ and it follows 
from [6, Theorem 2, p. 3941 that $ is spatial. 
When 2l is Type II it is clear that hypothesis (ii) of 4.6 is auto- 
matically satisfied; we do not know whether the result holds when 
hypothesis (i) is omitted. 
It is easy to see that hypothesis (i) can be dropped in the Type I 
case by arguments similar to those for the Type III case provided 
that we assume in addition Cu’ n P&‘(H) = (0). Hypothesis (ii) 
cannot be dropped as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let, for each iE Z, Hi be a two-dimensional 
Hilbert space, H = @ Hi and let fl be the subalgebra of 9’(H) of 
operators which leave the Hi invariant and are scalar multiples of I 
on the Hi , i > 0. Let U be a unitary operator in H with UH, = Hi+1 . 
Clearly U*%U C ‘u, U%U* C ‘% + L?%?(H) so U induces a * auto- 
morphism of ‘?l + L%(H). If U = r/,U, with U,*‘%U, = % then 
U, and hence U,* leave the spaces H+ = eia,, Hi , H- = &<,, Hi 
invariant. Thus U, = U,* U maps H+ onto a subspace of codimension 
2 and choosing 5 E H+, 5 I U,H+ we can find a subspace of H on 
which U, is a bilateral shift as in Example 4.3. Thus 
Lemma 4.4 then shows that U cannot be represented as W, IV, where 
W,*‘$lW, = ‘?I and IV, is unitary in ‘$I’ + L?%‘(H). Every auto- 
morphism of 5X is spatial. This example can be varied by taking an 
orthonormal basis ei , fi in each Hi , choosing U with Ue, = ei+l , 
ufi = fi+l and replacing 2l by the subalgebra of ‘% of elements A 
with Ae, = X,e, , Afi = pi fi f or all i and Xi = pi for i > 0. The 
spaces H+, H- ar e invariant under U, as before because they 
correspond to the type I, and the Type I, part of a’, and the argument 
is as before. ‘$I is now abelian but has non spatial automorphisms. 
Finally we show that for maximal Abelian algebras, for which 
hypothesis (i) of 4.6 is automatically satisfied [I; Corollary 2, Section 
III, 3.2, p. 2411, 4.6 holds without hypothesis (ii). 
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THEOREM 4.10. Let 21 be a maximal Abelian * subalgebra of L?(H) 
and let U be a unitary operator in 3’(H) with U*(2l + 9%(H))U = 
% +9%(H). Then there are unitary operators U, , U, with 
u,*2w, = 2l, u, - I E 2w(H) and u= u,u,. 
Proof. We first consider the case in which H = Z2(A), 2t = Z”(A) 
where 2l acts on H by pointwise multiplication and A is some infinite 
index set. Denoting the elements of the standard basis in H by 
e,:olEA,putu,,=(Ue,, e,). Let ms = max, 1 u,~ I. We shall show 
m, -+ 1 as /3 -+ co, that is, given any E > 0 there is a finite subset B 
of A such that m, > 1 - E for /3 E A\B. If not then there is E > 0 
such that m4 < 1 - E for an infinite number of values of /3. We may 
assume E < 8. Again it will be convenient to use the same notation 
for a subset of A and the corresponding projection. Let B be a finite 
subset of A. As for each OL, & 1 u,~ I2 = 1 we have 11 BUe, 11 -+ 0 as 
fl -+ 00 and so we can find /3 with / us8 I < 1 - E for all 01 and 
II BUe, 11 < &. W e can also find disjoint finite subsets E’,F’ of A 
with II E’Ue, (1 > E, IIF’Ue, /I > E. If ( uaoB 1 > * we take E’ = {a,} 
and as Corfa, 1 uER I2 > 1 - (1 - E)” > c2 we can find a large finite 
subset F’ of A not containing 01~ with /I F’Ue, I\ > E. If I u,~ / < -2 
for all 01 then arrange the nonzero terms 1 u,, I2 in some order and let 
S, be the sum of the first n of these. Choose p with S, < + < S,,, . 
As +$ < S,,, < S, + awehaveS, > a > E2and1 - S, > 8 > c2 
so we take E’ to be the set of those cx in the sum S, and F’ to be a 
sufficiently large finite subset of the complement. Writing 
E = E’(I - B), F = F’(I - B) we have B, E, F disjoint and 
11 EUe, (/ > -&E, II FUe, 11 > &. We now define two sequences E, , F, 
of finite subsets of A and a sequence /3, in A by taking El , Fl , & to 
be the objects E, F, p constructed above with B = 4 and then E,,, , 
F %+r, /3n+l to be those constructed with 
These sequences have the properties: 
(i) Eal = 0 for all k, I, E,E, = 0 = Ffll, k # 1. 
(ii) II EkUeBk II > &, II FkUeBk II > $F- 
Put P = C Ek. Then U*PU = S + C, SE 2l, C E 9%(H). As 
S2 - S E Z”(A) n 55?(H) we see that ((S2 - S) ear, e,) -+ 0 as 01--t 00 
and if we put Q = (a : I( Se, , e,)l > &] then S - Q E Z”(A) n 3%‘(H) and 
so U*PU = Q + C’ where C’ E Y%(H). Thus UQ - PU E 9%(H) 
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and so Ek( UQ - PU) e, -+ 0, Fk( UQ - PU) eB - 0 as k --t ~0 
uniformly in /3. However if 8, $ Q then 
II E,(UQ - f’u) eBn II = II E,ueB,, II > & 
and if finEQ 
II F,WQ - Pu> eB,, II = II F,Ueo,, II > 4~. 
This contradiction shows that m, -+ 1 as /3 + CO. 
Put A, = (a; 01 E A, 1 u,~ 1 > l/1/2 for some #I} and let ~(a:) be 
such that 1 u,,,(,) 1 > l/d2 for each a E A, . n is a one-to-one map 
of A, into A and, by what we have shown above, A\r(A,) is a finite 
set. Application of the same argument to U* shows that A\A, is also 
finite and lim, maxB 1 u,~ I = 1. Suppose j A\&, 1 < I A\r(A,)[, 
where the absolute value denotes the number of elements in the set. 
We are going to construct a unitary operator S with US” = I + C, 
C compact, and such that S’%S* = % yielding the result we require 
by putting U, = S, U, = S* (I + C)S. When j A\A, I > [ A\~T(A,)I 
we can apply the argument we are about to give to U*, for which the 
opposite inequality holds, yielding U*S* = I + C and obtain the 
required result by putting U, = S*, U, = I + C*. In view of our 
assumption I A\A, / < I A\r(A,)l, r can be extended to a one to one 
map of A into A. Let w, = UNTO/\ u,,(,) I if u,,(,) # 0 and w, = 1 
if u,,(,) = 0 and define S E Z(H) by (Se, , ea) = w, Sn(a)s so that S 
is a partial isometry with range H which sends e,,(,) to ear and is unitary 
if and only if it is one to one. If T E ‘% then STS* E 2l so that 
SU*TUS* E ‘8 + P’%?(H). We have 
I T, - (SU*TUS*e, , 41 = T, - c I G.M I2 T, 
Y 
< II TII (1 - I *m(a) I”) + II T!I 1 I %r(a~, I2 
VZO: 
= 2 II T II (1 - I wxn(a) I”> -+ 0 
as 01+ CO because I u,,(,) 1 = maxB I u,~ j, where T, = (Te, , e,). 
This shows that T - SU*TUS* E Z’%?(H) and hence 
US*T - TUS* E mYV?(H> 
SO that, by 2.1, US* E 2l + LB?(H). As (US*e, , e,) = %,w% = 
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/ u,,(,) ~ -+ 1 as (Y + 00 we have in fact US* E I + Y%?(H). Because 
S*e, = en(,) we see that US* is one to one. By the Fredholm 
alternative [3, Section VII 4, exercise 351 this implies SU* and hence 
S are one-to-one and thus that S is unitary. 
We now turn to the proof of the general case of the theorem. Let 
9 be the structure space of 21 and E, the projection corresponding 
to a, the closure of the set A of isolated points in Q, E, = I - E, . 
We shall show that U*E,U - E, E Z+?(H). If A is finite this is 
obvious. Suppose A to be infinite. 2 is the Stone-Cech compacti- 
fication PA of A. The map 01 : T + c!P%?(H) I-+ U*TU + .32.?(H) 
from 2I/ti n 2%?(H) onto itself is a * algebra isomorphism and 
hence is induced by a homeomorphism y of Q\A onto L?\A. Let 
F = y-l@A\A)\flA. Then F is open and closed in Q\A and so yF 
is open and closed in /3A\A. As yF and (/3A\A)\yF are disjoint closed 
subsets of /3A we can find disjoint open sets G, G’ containing them 
and replacing G by G if necessary we can assume G to be open and 
closed. yF = G\A. Put B = G n A so that G\B is open and closed 
in G, contains no points of A and so is void, that is, G = B = /3B 
and so yF = PB\B. However, F is extremally disconnected whereas 
pB\B is not unless it is void [5, Example 6W, p. 1001. Hence F = C#J 
and y(Q\/3A) C Q\/3A. Application of the same argument to y-l 
shows y(L?\pA) = Q\/3A so that ol(E2 + 2?%?(H)) = E, + S?%?(H) 
and U*E2U - E, E L%?(H). 
If T E (UE, then U*TU = U*TUU*E,U E ‘?lE, + S%‘(H) so 
that if A is infinite we can apply the remark prior to Example 4.9 and 
Lemma 4.4 to 2X,, = KE, + %E, obtaining U = V,V, where 
V, - I E 9%(H) and Vi is unitary with V,*‘%,,V, = ‘$X0. As E, is 
the unique minimal idempotent in ‘$I,-, we have E,Vl = VIE,. 
Applying Theorems 3.4 and 4.6 to %E, on E,H and what we have 
proved above for Z”(A) we obtain a factorization E,Vl = W,W, 
with WI unitary in Z(E,H), 
Wl”E,91Wl = E,(LI and W, f E, + 9g(EzH> 
and a factorization E,Vl = WI’ W,’ where W,’ is unitary in .Y(E,H), 
W’*E,rUW, = El’% and W,’ E E, + LY’X(E,H). The required factor- 
ization for U is then 
u, = WV% + W,‘E, , U, = (W,E, + W,‘E,) V, . 
When A is finite we argue in a similar manner taking 21u, = CE, + CCE, 
and the first factorization for U follows from Lemma 4.4. 
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Added in proof: We have learned that Theorem 2.1 was previously proved by 
W. Wils for the case ‘II. = dm (unpublished). 
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